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the benefit of reenergizing the adaptation gain. However, the
algorithm becomes sensitive to disturbance and noise because
of the nonzero adaptation gain.
Another method for increasing performance of the RLS
algorithms at non-stationary environments is to control the
forgetting factor or the effective data window length [8]-[11],
[14]. This approach is suitable for achieving better
convergence and tracking properties. A new variable
forgetting factor, gradient based VFF-RLS algorithm or
GVFF-RLS is introduced in [8], [14]. In this approach, control
of the forgetting factor (FF) is based on the dynamic
evaluation of the gradient of MSE. The idea of the current
work is to introduce a new type of gradient based FF. The new
dynamic FF (DFF) is based on the gradient of inverse
correlation matrix. It is show that the results of DFF-RLS are
better than GVFF-RLS. Also the proposed approach is
compared to forgetting factor based on the gradient of error,
fusion of gradient error and inverse correlation matrix and
fusion of gradient MSE and inverse correlation matrix and
results show superiority of the propose DFF-RLS algorithm.
The RLS algorithm is explained in Section 2. Section 3 is
devoted to proposed approach, DFF-RLS. Experimental
results are discussed in section 4 and in final section
conclusions are presented.

Abstract—This paper is concerned with studying the forgetting
factor of the recursive least square (RLS). A new dynamic forgetting
factor (DFF) for RLS algorithm is presented. The proposed DFF-RLS
is compared to other methods. Better performance at convergence
and tracking of noisy chirp sinusoid is achieved. The control of the
forgetting factor at DFF-RLS is based on the gradient of inverse
correlation matrix. Compared with the gradient of mean square error
algorithm, the proposed approach provides faster tracking and
smaller mean square error. In low signal-to-noise ratios, the
performance of the proposed method is superior to other approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE adaptive filtering was studied in several many
applications. The recursive least square (RLS) adaptive
filter is a well known method for its superiority to the
least mean square (LMS) method in both convergence rate
and misadjustment [1]. In general, RLS algorithms do not
impose any restrictions on the input data structure. As a
consequence of this generality, the computational complexity
2

is O ( N ) per time iteration, where N is the size of input
data array. Briefly, good convergence and small mean square
error (MSE) in stationary environments are typical properties
of RLS method. Its good properties have been directed to
development of modified or extended RLS algorithms in timevarying systems [2]-[7]. However, RLS using constant
forgetting factor (CFF) cannot provide satisfactory
performance in time-varying environments.
Many attempts have been made to moderate the RLS
algorithm to use in time-varying environments. One
modification uses a data weighting window on the input data
sequence [12], [13] to adjust the effective memory of the
algorithm. However, it is not easy to adjust changes of the
window. Another method is to agitate the covariance matrix
whenever the change is detected [6], [5]. This approach has

II. RLS ALGORITHM
RLS filter is an adaptive, time-update version of the Wiener
filter. This algorithm is used for finding the system transfer
function, noise cancellation, finding the inverse system
function, and prediction. Its purpose is to minimize the
weighted sum of squared error, i.e. the error function in the
time domain obtained from Eq. (1)
k

ε k = ∑ λk − i ei2

(1)

i =1

Where ek is the error signal, ek = d k − X k Wk and
T

Wk = [W1 ,...WL ]T is the weight vector of the RLS filter
with input signal
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X k = [ x1 ,..., x L ]T and λ is the forgetting

factor 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 . The filter weights are obtained from the
following equations,

Rk Wk = Pk
Wk = R −1 k Pk
128

(2)
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Where

λ k = λ k −1 − η∇ λ (k )
Where, η is the step

Rk is the input autocorrelation function and Pk is the

cross correlation vector between the input signal and the
desired signal:

Rk = ∑ λk −i X k X kT

k

(3)

i =1
k

Pk = ∑ λk − i X k d k

(4)

Rk and Pk can be written as,

Rk = λRk −1 + x k x kT
For computing R

−1
k ,

Where,

λ−1 Rk−−11 X k
1 + λ−1 X kT Rk−−11 X k

k −1

k

(6)

the degree of non-stationary of environment noise increases,
−1

negative and

λk

is decreased. On the other hand, the effect of

noisy samples is decreased in calculation of

Wk −1 = Rk−−11 Pk −1 we get:

W k = R −1 k Pk
= (λ −1 R k−−11 − λ −1 Κ k X kT R k−−11 )(λPk −1 + X k d k )

(9)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

= W k −1 + Κ k e k

In this section, the convergence property of DFF-RLS is
evaluated then tracking of noisy chirp sinusoid is tested.
Finally, DFF-RLS algorithm is used in human motion analysis
and results are discussed.

Eq. (7) can be written as,

Κ k = λ−1 Rk−−11 X k − λ−1Κ k X kT Rk−−11 X k
= (λ−1 Rk−−11 − λ−1Κ k X kT Rk−−11 ) X k

A. The Convergence Behavior
Computer simulations are accomplished to verify the
convergence time of DFF-RLS relative other approachs.
Figure (1) shows a plant identification problem. The plant
noise bk is a stationary white zero mean Gaussian sequence

(10)

= Rk−1 X k
also Eq. (9) can be written as,
−1

Wk +1 = Wk + Rk X k ek

of Eq.(1) and

error slake.
Noisy inputs eventuate increasing at eigenvalue spreads, i.e.
reduction of effect of noisy samples lead to low eigenvalue
spreads and accordingly, convergence speed increases.
Our experiments show that DFF-RLS have smaller MSE
and higher speed than the conventional RLS. This is discussed
in the next section.

k −1

= W k −1 + Κ k (d k − X k W k −1 )

εk

the weight of sample Wk +1 in Eq.(11) or average of square

And after substitution of Eq. (8) in Eq. (2) and using Eq. (5)
and

−1

then tr ( Rk ) will decrease, therefore ∇tr ( Rk ) will be
(7)

k

(14)

A. The Behavior of DFF-RLS Algorithm
DFF-RLS behaves as an smoother on input data. The
degree of non-stationary affects on the calculation of λ k . If

Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (6) and with some simplifications,
(8)
R −1 = λ−1 R −1 − λ−1Κ X T R −1
k

η is the step

time k or kth sample.

If we define,

Κk =

is forgetting factor at time k-1 and

−1

And substituting in equation 2-A of appendix-A, we obtain:

λ−2 Rk−−11 X k X kT Rk−−11
1 + λ−1 X kT Rk−−11 X k

λ k −1

Where tr ( Rk ) is trace of inverse correlation matrix at

= λRk −1 , C = X k , D = 1

Rk−1 = λ−1 Rk−−11 −

k

∇tr ( Rk−1 ) = tr ( Rk−1 ) − tr ( Rk−−11 )

Rk assumed to be positive

definite and therefore nonsingular, we may apply the matrix
inversion lemma (appendix A) to the equation (5).
We first use the following definitions:

A = Rk , B

2

size, also

equation (1-A) of lemma in appendix A

is used. With the correlation matrix

−1

k −1

k

(5)

Pk = λPk −1 + x k d k

}

size and ∇ λ ( k ) = ∇ λ ( E e ( k ) ) .

We propose DFF-RLS with higher capability compared to
method of [8] and [500]. The essence of the DFF-RLS
algorithm is to use the decreasing effect of noisy sample and
increasing effect of old samples. Practically, it uses the
dynamic equation to calculate the MSE rather than using the
noisy instantaneous estimate. Using the steepest descent
method, the FF can be updated recursively as:
(13)
λ = λ − η∇tr ( R −1 )

i =1

It is apparent that

{

(12)

(11)

with variance σ b . A broadband signal x k is applied to the
2

input of adaptive filter and unknown plant. After adaptation
the plant is identified.

III. DYNAMIC FORGETTING FACTOR, DFF-RLS
The control mechanism is to adjust FF in order to minimize
MSE and increase the convergence speed. In [8], [500] FF is
calculated recursively as:
129
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B. The Tracking of Noisy Chirp Behavior
In this experiment, we consider the tracking of a chirped
sinusoid. The chirped input signal is given by:
(15)
j [ ( 2πf c +ψk / 2 )k +ϕ ]

S (k ) = Ps e

Where,

Ps denotes the signal amplitude, f c is the center

frequency,

ψ

is the chirp rate and

ϕ

is an arbitrary phase

shift. The signal S (k ) is deterministic but nonstationary
because of the chirping. If S (k ) is added with noise n(k ) ,
then tracking of noisy chirp would be a good benchmark for
testing DFF-RLS and GVFF-RLS an other methods. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is denoted as:

Fig.1. Adaptive plant identification

Figure (2) shows variations of MSE versus iteration
number. This figure shows an increase in speed of
convergence to optimum weight, i.e. the rate of identification
of unknown FIR filter is increased.

⎛ Ps ⎞
⎟
SNR = 10 log⎜
⎜ An ( k ) ⎟
⎝
⎠
Where, An ( k ) is the noise amplitude.

(16)

In our experiment, noisy chirp with center frequency 150Hz
and 1 KHz sample rate is utilized. The dynamic FF, λ k ,
achieved by Eq.(13) with SNR=16dB is depicted into Fig 4 .

Fig.2. Comparison of convergence speed of DFF-RLS and
conventional RLS

In Fig 3, DFF-RLS and GVFF-RLS [8], [500] are compared
fir the identification problem. As is seen DFF-RLS have better
convergence speed compared to GVFF-RLS algorithm.

Fig.4.

λk

with SNR=16dB by DFF-RLS

MSE variations of DFF-RLS, GVFF-RLS and RLS with

λ = 0.909 are illustrated in Fig 5.

Fig.3. Comparison of convergence speed of DFF-RLS and GVFFRLS

Fig.5. MSE versus SNR smaller than 16dB
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grouped markers and in each snap shot there exits only one
group.
This approach helped them to avoid occlusion of markers,
and false attribution. Simple background and glare of markers
and darkness of dress were simplifying assumptions in their
work. But in normal conditions one can not easily collect
these assumptions. We try the same markers for tracking in
practical conditions but track all markers simultaneously.
As Wang, Hu and Tan have surveyed recent developments
in human motion analysis in [18], prediction algorithms are
from conventional method as Kalman filter, optical flow and
types of least square which we reviewed them in introduction.
In [19] an optical flow process allows the prediction of the
position of the model from its position at the previous time.
Marzani in [19] paper tried tracking the leg of a human body.
In [20], Lu used first-order Kalman filter for prediction of
drowning incidents in swimming pools. In this paper, the
vision component used a first-order Kalman filter to track
each detected swimmer over frames. During the tracking, the
position of the swimmer in every subsequent frame can first
be predicted by the filter so that a local search window can be
specified for swimmer segmentation. Furthermore, a best-fit
ellipse is obtained to approximate the size of each tracked
swimmer. Also Kalman filter was used by Kim in [23] in pose
estimation of head, hand and feet independently. Also, Roy in
[22] used a statistical model for reducing noise in gate
database generation.
The Kalman filter is an optimum filter which is model
based and minimizes the variance of the estimator error. In
practice, the motion model of objects inside the scene does not
exist and it is possible to be suggested either fixed or variable.
The need of the Kalman filter to a model is one of problems
when using this filter [21].

The mean of MSE for SNR's smaller than 16dB for DFFRLS, GVFF-RLS and RLS with λ = 0.909 and 2001
samples, are 97.09, 103.36 and 146.44 respectively. Also, the
mean MSE for SNR's ranging from 16dB to 70dB for DFFRLS, GVFF-RLS and RLS are 4.34, 5.44 and 6.62
respectively.
The above discussions and results show that DFF-RLS and
GVFF-RLS have better operation in low SNR; also DFF-RLS
has 6.2dB lower MSE than GVFF-RLS in this range. But in
high SNR, three algorithms have approximately tha same
results. Howbeit, in each SNR DFF-RLS obtains better
performance.
C. The Tracking of Body Parts Using DFF-RLS Algorithm
Human motion analysis from video streams has a wide
range of applications such as human-machine interaction,
sports, security surveillance, content-based retrieval, etc. In
this paper, we focus on biomechanical application of human
motion analysis based on memory based tracker. The main
contribution of this paper is a novel predictor/smoother for
tracking of wearing reflective marker. DFF-RLS helps to
smooth trajectories while predicting position for reduction of
search area. In this sub-section, firstly we survey previous
work on vision-based human motion analysis to explaining the
importance of our work and then results of body part tracking
are presented.
An intensive survey on the different methodologies for
visual analysis of human movement can be found in [15]. In
this paper Gavrila groups all approaches into 2D approaches
with or without explicit shape models and 3D approaches.
Human motion estimation approaches are either based on
information about the object shape, namely, model based
approaches or methods that do not rely on a priori shape
model. 2D approaches without explicit shape models are
based on describing human movement in terms of simple lowlevel 2D features instead of recovering the pose. The second
approach, which is a view-based approach, uses explicit shape
models to segment, track, and label body parts. 3D approaches
attempt to recover the 3D poses over time.
In [16] Moeslund and Granum surveyed various computer
vision-based human motion captures. They elaborate various
categories of human motion capture, namely, initialization,
tracking, pose estimation, and recognition.
In [17] Wang & Baciu proposed an approach for human
motion estimation from monocular image sequences. A model
based on the notion of relative deformation was presented that
introduced a way for anthropomorphic body locomotion
analysis including clinical gait analysis and robots motion
analysis.
Wang & Baciu grouped motion of parts of a human body.
Nine points: head, right shoulder, left and right knee, right
elbow, right hip, right wrist, and right ankle were used as
feature points. The movement of the three feature points
located at shoulder, elbow and wrist represented the
movement of the arm. Similarly, another group of points
located at hip, knee and ankle represent the movement of the
leg. But for practical tracking of all feature points, they

D. The Survey of Tracking in Human Motion Analysis
The simulation and analysis of human motion is a popular
issue in simulation area. It is highly valuable in sports motion
training and analysis. A method based on computer vision
technologies is presented to achieve the structure of motion in
human. It is very helpful for training athletes. Of course
structures observed in humans are being progressively applied
to the theoretical approaches developed in many applications
like robotics. From these observations, they are able to
estimate the forces and moments at each joint [24]-[26].
The captured structure from motion highly depends on noise
reduction algorithm in tracking system. In this paper, we
provide a suitable tracking algorithm and apply it for
analyzing human motion.
The tracking algorithm has become a significant tool in
computer vision. A variety of methods there exist for tracking
objects in outdoor scenes. Many types of unsupervised object
tracking methods are presented which popular methods
include feature based, region based and model based tracking
algorithms [5], [27]-[30].
E. The proposed algorithm in marker tracking
Marker Tracking is one of the biomechanical motion
analysis methods. In this method, markers are installed on
131
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•
•

specific points of a human body. Many problems there exist in
tracking markers as such as,
a) Occlusion conditions can cause loss of markers in
some durations of time. We used the DFF-RLS
algorithm which predicts marker position in a few
frames.
b) Reflection of light from peripheral equipments and
non-uniformity of gray valued markers. We
encountered to this problem after data collecting. In
our experiments, 18 markers are used which some of
markers have different light. Of course, light of shirt of
samples were another problem.

•

12 sport men moved over captured tool
The camera with 350 FPS (Frame per second) with
gray images
Each man moved in 6 different velocities

For measuring robustness of the proposed tracker we added
different level uniform noise to x and y positions. As shown in
Fig 10, the proposed DFF-RLS algorithm obtains better result
for low SNR relative to GVFF-RLS algorithm.
One of result of designed software is film of motion
skeleton and combination of negative film and skeleton which
depicted in Fig 11, 12 and 13 numbers of constructed images
have been shown.

The above problems are different types of noises which are
observed in marker tracking which are incentives for using
adaptive filter for noise reduction. The tracking algorithm has
following steps,
a) Capturing markers positions in the first frame using
suitable GUI (Graphic User Interface).
b) Matching 7*7 buffered sub-image in consecutive
frames using correlation method. Best search area is
7*7 windows.
c) After convergence of the DFF-RLS for each marker,
the predictor/smoother trajectory is used for prediction
of the position and smoothing of the trajectory for
finding correct velocity and acceleration information's.
The DFF-RLS algorithm helps for prediction of loosed
markers in 5-20 frames depend on the loosed position
relative to turning point.
d) The GUI software provides for user which guides
tracking or it provides HCI (Human Computer
Interaction) for user in the markers tracking.

Fig.6: Eighteen markers in negative image

As it is seen eighteen markers are shown in Fig 6. We have
used negative image for suitable showing of markers
positions. Tracking results for marker no.13 is shown in Fig 7,
and Fig 8 shows 71 tracked frames. Effect of smoothing is
seen in Fig 9. Smoothed trajectory is important for finding
position without shaking and correct velocity and higher order
of derivation of position. For finding the performance of the
smoother, we collected a data set of manual main positions
and mean square error is obtained for calculation of smoother
effect. The performance is obtained from (17),

P=

ξ IS − ξ InS
ξ IS

(17)

Where,

⎛ ⎛x ⎞ ⎛x ⎞ ⎞
ξ IS = ∑ ⎜ ⎜⎜ i ⎟⎟ − ⎜⎜ i ⎟⎟ ⎟ ,
⎜
i =1 ⎝ ⎝ y i ⎠ I
⎝ y i ⎠ S ⎟⎠
N ⎛
⎛x ⎞ ⎛x ⎞ ⎞
ξ InS = ∑ ⎜ ⎜⎜ i ⎟⎟ − ⎜⎜ i ⎟⎟ ⎟
⎜
i =1 ⎝ ⎝ y i ⎠ I
⎝ y i ⎠ nS ⎟⎠
N

(a)

(18)

(19)

Where, index I stands for ideal, index S is smooth version and
index nS is no smoothed trajectories. N is number of captured
samples. The performance is obtained over collected data set.
The specifications of data set are,
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(b)
Fig.7: The tracked position of 14th marker, a) X, b)Y positions

(b)
Fig.9: Smoothing of 13th marker a) X position using the DFF-RLS
algorithm, b) Y position

Fig.10: The performance per SNR

Fig.8: Trajectory of 9, 13,14th marker in 71 frames

(a)
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Fig.11: Motion skeleton in 5 frames from 50 tracked frames.

Fig.12: Motion skeleton in 10 frames from 500 tracked frames

Fig.13: Motion combined skeleton and negative frames in 10 frames from 500 tracked frames
[4]

V. CONCLUSION
This paper is concerned with studying the forgetting factor
of the RLS. A new dynamic forgetting factor, DFF, for RLS
algorithm was presented. The DFF-RLS compared to GVFFRLS and conventional RLS of convergence speed and
tracking of noisy chirp. Experimental results show DFF-RLS
has higher speed convergence relative GVFF-RLS and
conventional RLS. Also, results show DFF-RLS and GVFFRLS have better operation in low SNR; also DFF-RLS
reduced MSE 6.2dB relative GVFF-RLS in this duration. But
in high SNR, operation of three algorithms is equal
approximately. Howbeit, in each SNR DFF-RLS obtain better
performance.

[5]
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